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“All
my

life

I’ve
pursued
the

perfect
red”
DRESS BY CHANEL, NECKLACE BY LANVIN
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“You
gotta have

style.

It helps you
get up in the
morning.
It’s a

way of
life“

JACKET BY GUCCI, JUMPER BY
DIOR HOMME
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SHIRT, VEST AND HAT BY ANN DEMEULEMEESTER,
EARRINGs BY HARRY WINSTON
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DRESS BY CHANEL, NECKLACE
BY LANVIN
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JACKET BY VERSACE, SHIRT
BY AQUASCUTUM
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“Why
don’t you...
Remember
how
delicious

champagne
cocktails

are
after

tennis
or
golf?”

JACKET BY ADAM KIMMEL
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JACKET BY GUCCI
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Ten contributors
Linda Mason page 200

• You have absolutely no idea how
excited we are to be working with make-up artist Linda
Mason. Linda was the first artist to apply make-up to models
before a fashion show. Before Linda, they did it themselves.
Imagine a model applying their own make-up these days – it
simply wouldn’t happen. Be aware we’re dealing with a
legend here. And it gets better: when we heard Linda was
channelling the painterly genius of Francis Bacon, we had
to take the whole afternoon off. And drink liquids for a
week. And then when we heard it would all be recorded
for your enjoyment by talented snapper Richard Burbridge,
well, we collapsed. Take a look at the shoot for yourself and
see. We salute thee, Linda.

Jason Kibbler

page 276 • When Jason met Sophia, what
a lovely time was had. Picture editor-in-chief Sophia
Neophitou in a sexy dress and Jason Kibbler giving great
image. We love what they’ve done together and, according
to spies on set, Jason was incredibly professional and nice
all day long. It’s good to see that some men still have good

Hector Castro

manners. Thank you, Jason, for being so damn nice. Back
to the pictures: clock the set in the background – it’s
terrific. It’s the same colour as the bathroom in our Lynne’s
timeshare in Tenerife, too. Mind you, it’ll be a darn sight
cleaner. She’s always been a bit mucky, our Lynne, and
those kids of hers – don’t get us started on them, readers.

page 228 • His luscious tanned skin, sexy
brown eyes and liking for dressing in black often has
Hector mistaken for Zorro. “Whip out your wand, Zorro,”
shout passers-by and he just smiles and waves. Hector has
always got a good word to say about everybody and is the
model of sobriety and a refreshing moral crusader in an

otherwise-sinful fashion industry. When he isn’t capturing
Louis Vuitton in exceptional profile shoots, he can be
found handing out soup to homeless people on London’s
Strand every Saturday night. Recently, though, Hector
caught something – we can’t go any further, but it’s all
cleared up now. (We just made that up, by the way.)

Dirty Martini

page 126 • “Hello, burlesque fans and fellow
artistes, my name’s Dirty… what’s yours?!” A fittingly flirty
introduction on Miss Dirty Martini’s homepage. This
“international burlesque sensation” of ample proportions is
the model, nay, shining star of our shoot by Mario Sorrenti.
Miss Martini jiggles her gorgeous jugs in a terribly artistic
fashion at various fashion hotspots around the globe. See her
dance with a feathered fan, with booby tassels on, behind pink
balloons, and so on. We’re all for the fuller figure at Ten
Towers, especially as we’re somewhat fuller-figured ourselves.
Indeed, there’s many a time we’ve sat around the office totally
NUDE, waiting for an express delivery from DHL.

Frank B

page 126 • If we were to tell you that Frank B used
to be a graffiti artist, breaking into train yards and spraying
the locomotives pink at night, while assisting photographer
Mario Sorrenti during the day, we’ll have you hooked,
right? Now read this: we’ve been told that Frank’s father
was hairdresser to – GET READY – Judy Garland [Gasps.]
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(but then, Sophia does love to make up a story). Apparently,
when one Ten Towers fag heard of this, he did three tiny
drops of wee. Filthy. And now here follows an impressive
list of photographers Frank has worked with: Steven
Klein, Herb Ritts, Patrick Demarchelier, Terry Richardson,
Alexei Hay, among many glorious others.

